Market overview

Electricity market in May 2010

May at a glance:
• The price in Estlink area decreased over 2%, in Helsinki nearly 10%., due to
flood time in Sweden
• The price in Lithuania increased nearly 16%., due to low water lever in Daugava
• Forward prices in Nord Pool Helsinki are stable in May
• Lativian Regulator has approved new  higher Transmission System Operator
tariffs from January 201
• Enefit entered strongly to Lithuanian open market – 50 new contracts in May
• Crude oil rallying between 87$ to 68$ a barrel
• If carbon emission targets are going to be increased in Europe, it would
increase the price of carbon
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Power exchange
Melting snow in Sweden brought low night time prices in Estonia,
forward prices stable
In May the price in Estlink (Estonia) price area moved between 1,94 and
55,13 €/MWh, averaging at 34,8 €/MWh. In Helsinki price area the price was
moving between 0,28 and 60,89 €/MWh. The average price in Helsinki area
was 39,5 €/MWh. The average price in Lithuania was 43,3 €/MWh, moving
between 15,96 and 58,13 €/MWh. The average price in Estlink area decreased
in May compared to April by 2,7%.   In neighboring markets the variation in
price was larger- in Helsinki the price decreased by 9,7% and in Lithuania they
increased by 15,9%. The main reason for price decrease in Nordic countries and
Estonia area is the flood time in Sweden, which has lowered the off-peak prices
considerably.
During first part of May the prices were rising- average price in Estonia was
38,8 €/MWh and in Helsinki 44,5 €/MWh. Due to low-cost hydro energy from
Latvia the average price in Estonia stayed lower than in Helsinki. The high prices
in Helsinki were supported by the low hydro reserves in Nordic countries.
In 2nd part of May, the prices started to drop due to low cost hydro energy in
Sweden. The warm weather brought the biggest water inflow to hydro reserves
since 1995. The hydro reserve level in Sweden increased on weak 20 from
18,8% to 38,5%. Since 15th of May, there have been 57 hours when the hourly
price in Estonia has been below 10 €/MWh and 64 hours when the hourly price
in Helsinki has been lower than 10 €/MWh.
On the other hand, the relative part of Latvian hydro energy is decreasing in
Baltic countries, which supports the rise of peak hour prices in Estonia. On 31st
of May at 9:00 the hydro production in Latvia was below 700 MW, which is
350-400 MW less than a few weeks ago. The water level and water discharge
have lowered in Daugava considerably. The water level in Daugava, Daugavpils
was 177 cm on 30th of May (a weak earlier it was 276 cm; -99 cm). During
spring flood time the water level was over 7,7m. According to latest data, the
water discharge in Daugavpils has dropped to 766,2 m3/s (during flood time it
was 3446,8 m3/s).
Although the short-term prices have dropped in May, the forward price for
2011. Helsinki area price has dropped only slightly by 4% to 46,65 €/MWh.
Although during last weeks of May the hydro reserves increased a lot: in Norway
rose to 32,6% from 24% week earlier and in Sweden rose to 38,5% from
18,8%, the reason was melting snow in northern parts of Sweden and Norway.
The remaining snow is only 23.5% of its historical mean, which supports rather
high prices in 3rd and 4th quarter of 2010, where forward prices range between
49-52 €/MWh.
Enefits` large corporates in Latvia see Enefit as
flexible and special partner
Latvian Regulator has approved new Transmission System Operator tariffs. The
new tariff is to increase by 43,7% from 7,43EUR/MWh to 10,67EUR/MWh
starting from January 1st, 2011. The increase in TSO prices would have an
average impact of 3% to over-all energy related costs.
Enefit has finalised two researches - Brand awareness research and Client
satisfaction survey in Latvia. Brand awareness reseach showed that the
mother company Eesti Energia is currently even better known than the Latvian
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subsidiary Enefit. The strongest attributes of Enefit brand image are flexible
and personal client service and good prices. The results will be used to improve
Enefit external activities and client service.
In May Latvian leading newspaper Diena has published the “Reputation
top 2010” where Enefit has been granted the 150th spot among the most
well-known and positively evaluated companies.
Enefit entered alertly to Lithuanian open market – 50 contracts in May
During May UAB “Enefit” performed sales campaign, targeting open
market clients, which, according to the legislation, has to choose independent
suppliers till 1st of July 2010. During sales campaign Enefit signed over 50
energy supply contracts becoming one of leading independent suppliers in
Lithuania. Current portfolio annual consumption potential is close to
300 GWh. Especially pleasing fact is that Enefit was chosen by such companies
as UAB “Coca-Cola HBC Lietuva”, UAB “Lietuvos Rytas”,   AB “Warta Glass
Panevėžys”, AB “Klaipėdos kartonas”, UAB “Biovela” and many more respected
and trustworthy companies as well as Embassy of United States of America.
This shows that Enefit is treated as reliable partner, which complies with
local as well as international requirements. Such trust, showed by local and
international companies and institutions, is great stimulus for Enefit team to
continue approaching customers with tailor made personal solutions, looking
for best ways to increase cooperation value for clients and for Enefit.
In the nearest future Enefit will introduce Base + Spot and Spot energy
purchase opportunities, which will be oriented to customers willing to take
advantage of BaltPool power exchange trade.
Enefit would also like to remind that small and medium clients are as much
interesting and attractive as larger ones. Clients eager to work with Enefit should
send their offer requests to info@enefit.lt or contact Enefit team member
directly by phone +370 5 261 9141. It is our privilege to provide potential
clients with all necessary information in order to make best decision for them
even in those cases, when due to some reasons, client is not ready to start
cooperation with Enefit.
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Electricity market impact factors
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Crude oil rallying between 87$ to 68$ a barrel
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Crude oil was rallying throughout May. The month started with the rise that
started in April and raised the crude price to 19-month high 87,15 $/barrel. On
4th of May the sudden collapse began: crude oil for June delivery fell $3.45 to
$82.74 a barrel on the New York Mercantile Exchange, the lowest settlement
since April 27. It was the biggest single-session drop since Feb. 4. Prices
declined from the settlement after the American Petroleum Institute reported
that U.S. crude-oil stockpiles increased the weak before. Another big concern
was Europe, where Greece’s 110 billion-euro rescue package failed to ease
concern that swelling European sovereign debt will derail the economic recovery.
Standard & Poor’s last month downgraded Greece’s debt to junk and followed
with cuts to Portugal and Spain. Europe’s fiscal crisis could threaten banks in
Portugal, Spain, Italy, Ireland and the U.K. That in turn weakened euro against
dollar, lowering the appeal of commodities to investors. The euro dropped to
the lowest against the dollar in more than four years, amid speculation European
measures to reduce fiscal deficits will undermine the region’s recovery.
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The decrease ended on May 20 near 68$ a barrel. On May 28th oil rose above
$75 a barrel as U.S. data signaled that the economic recovery is gathering pace.
Also, China said a report that it was reviewing its euro-zone debt exposures was
baseless, thus calming the market
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Price of crude oil (NYMEX)

€/t

Carbon emission targets to be increased?
European Union commission published an analysis of options for cutting
emissions by 30 percent this decade from 1990 levels, moving beyond the
current target of 20 percent. The EU document will be presented to leaders
of the 27-nation bloc at their June 17-18 meeting in Brussels. EU allowances
for December jumped to 15.69 €/t on London’s European Climate Exchange,
extending this year’s gain to 25 percent. The price of carbon permits would rise
to 30 euros under the tighter target, the commission said.
While Britain and Germany have called for stricter pollution controls, Poland
and other eastern European nations are seeking caution on the grounds that
stricter limits on CO2 could hurt their economies.
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Economic crisis acting as a catalyst, verified emissions in the EU fell almost
12 percent in 2009 to 1.87 billion metric tons, compared with an allocation of
1.97 billion tons of permits, according to the commission data.

Explanation of terms:

MWh or megawatt-hour; 1 MWh=1000 kWh

The standpoints contained in the market overview may change and the
person presenting them reserves the right to amend said standpoints. Due to
the fast changes in the electricity market regulation, the Market Overview or
the information contained herein are not final and they need not correspond to
situations emerging in the future.

NordPool - power exchange that consists of price regions in Finland,
Sweden, Denmark, Norway and Germany

The market overview does not create, terminate or amend legal relationships
(incl. contracts).

NYMEX - New York Mercantile Exchange; the world largest strike exchange

Eesti Energia cannot be held liable for any expenses or damages that may emerge
as a result of the use of the information contained in the Market Overview.

Base energy is the purchase/sale of 1 MWh or electricity every hour of the
given period

Disclamer
The market review has been prepared by an analyst of Eesti Energia to the
best of their knowledge. It is not an official standpoint of Eesti Energia. The
information given is based on public information and the sources specified in
the overview.

Kalvi Nõu
kalvi.nou@energia.ee

The market overview has been presented as informative material and
it has in no case whatsoever been presented as a promise, proposal or
official forecast of Eesti Energia.
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